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1
Introduction

This thesis was made with the spirit of contributing to the autonomy of humanoid

robots; more precisely in the development of behaviors based on computer vision.

Even with the tremendous expansion of humanoid robotics in the last years,

the link between perception and motion generation is still not well developed.

Hundreds of works cover both fields separately. In the perception side, computer

vision is up to this day the main technique in humanoid robotics.

On the robotic side, there is an increasing interest in the development

of humanoid robotics. Governments and companies such as Honda, Boston

Dynamics and Aldebaran Robotics have spent a lot of money in these fields.

As a result, amazing demonstrations in humanoid motion generation have been

done recently. However, the interaction with the environment is limited in most

of the systems.

The design of humanoid robots has been done thinking mainly in human-

friendly environments, i.e. unstructured and dynamic environments, where

objects move outside the robots control. Therefore, when specific tasks have to

be completed, these robots have to be able to perceive and react to environmental

1



2 · Vision-Based Locomotion for Humanoid Robots

changes. Visual sensors can help them to reach this objective, by allowing to

build local representations of the robot surroundings, and to adapt their behavior

in consequence. Most of the existing humanoid platforms are equipped with video

cameras, providing the robots with rich information (geometry, texture, color. . . )

without adding so much weight and size, at a rather low cost. Moreover, the use

of embedded cameras is attractive because it avoids equipping the environment

with additional external sensors. Such an embedding increases greatly the level

of autonomy of the robotic platform. However, to interpret the data generated

from the camera of a humanoid robot is still problematic, with a huge amount

of undergoing work in the computer vision community, as, in general, the image

quality in humanoid robots is quite poor: blurring effects or vibrations due to the

walk may make visual tasks such as localization and tracking really challenging.

Early works on humanoid locomotion have assumed that the robot path is

defined before computing the current joint control to realize it. This clearly puts

limits on the capacities of reaction when changes occur in the environment. These

works generally follow a perception-decision-action scheme, in the sense that a

sensor first acquires data on the world and/or the robot state, then, suitable

footsteps over a time horizon are decided, and finally the trajectories of the Center

of Mass (CoM) and the Center of Pressure (CoP) are computed while respecting

the stability constraints and avoiding collision with the environment. Finally, the

control of the legs and other joints is computed by inverse kinematics, given the

previously computed CoM trajectory, and the sequence of footsteps to follow. This

perception-decision-action loop has proven to be fast enough to realize impressive

demonstrations for stair-climbing and obstacle avoidance. Our focus in this thesis

will be set only on one of the sub-problems necessary to implement this approach:

the generation of footsteps and trajectories of the CoM and CoP. We stress that

we will not address here the whole body control.

A general diagram of the workflow in humanoid robots is depicted in Fig. 1.1.

In general we use computer vision to extract information from the environment

(mapping, localization, modeling). With this model, we can plan the motion

using rules given by a cognitive process. With this plan, the robot performs the

dynamic walking which leads to the whole body motion. Computer vision requires

high computational load to extract high level information from the scene; motion

generation on the other side, requires fast control loops to be dynamically stable.

2
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Decision 

Computer 

vision Planning 

Locomotion 

Whole body 
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Reference 

velocity 

Model of  

environment 

Figure 1.1: Workflow of a humanoid robot executing motion tasks using perception.

In this thesis we address the problem of the link between vision and motion

generation, as illustrated in Fig 1.2. Building upon the work of several authors

through the years, our main contributions are,

• The full integration of a visual servoing scheme within the walking motion

generation using Linear Model Predictive Control (MPC);

• The integration of traditional motion planning approaches and on-line

locomotion generation algorithms;

• The visual reconstruction of 3D models of the scene in front of the robot to

3
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be used by an inverse-dynamics based approach to walk on rough terrain;

• And finally, the validation in simulation of the proposals.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1.2: Typical application of computer vision and control, visual servoing.

The rest of this manuscript is organized as follows. In chapter 2, we state

the problem and briefly recall the work that has been done on it. In chapter 3,

we introduce the techniques that most of the current walking motion generation

schemes for humanoid robots are based on. The one proposed in Kajita et al. in

2003 [Kajita et al., 2003] that focuses in the trajectory of the center of mass to

generate balanced and stable motions and the one proposed by Herdt et al. in

4
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2010 [Herdt et al., 2010a] in which a reference velocity is tracked. In chapter 4

we present an approach to introduce visual information in the walking pattern

generator for humanoid robots. We make use of visual servoing with Model

Predictive Control (MPC), which is combined with the walking motion generator.

Since visual servoing with MPC is in general a nonlinear optimization problem,

we propose a linearization scheme in order to keep it as a Quadratic Program

(QP) and introduce it within the pattern generator. In chapter 5, we propose a

method for reactive walking allowing visual servoing and adaptation of footsteps

trajectories in real-time. This is done by building upon recent advances in the

fields of optimal control for a walking pattern generator [Herdt et al., 2010a] and

planning for a nonholomic robot with field-of-view constraints [Salaris et al.,

2010]. In chapter 6, we present a 3D reconstruction system of the ground in front

of the robot. This model allows to know the ground structure where the swinging

foot is going to step on to an inverse dynamics control scheme. Finally, in chapter

7, we present the final discussion and future work.
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2
Related work

Recently, very efficient control systems for humanoid robots walking generation

have been proposed. They use dynamical balance criteria such as the Center

of Pressure (CoP) and may be very reactive since foot step placement can be

computed online [Herdt et al., 2010a]. In this methodology, the CoM and CoP

trajectories and the footstep positions are computed automatically. This result

is fed to a whole-body controller to deal coherently with the three constraints.

In that work, the notion of footsteps disappears, allowing the user to provide

a reference velocity as input to the pattern generator. Moreover, because the

range of footsteps is explored by a guided search in the space of the whole-body

controller transitions, a large set of possible footsteps is available in real-time.

Most of humanoid walking techniques are based on Linear Model Predictive

Control (LMPC). LMPC previews the behavior of the system if one applies a

sequence of controls and it allows us to estimate the optimal control sequence for

a given horizon. In the next iteration, one applies the first next optimal control.

Remarkably, LMPC can be expressed as a Quadratic Program (QP), that is the

minimization of quadratic errors subject to a set of linear equality and inequality

6
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constraints. Handling explicitly the constraints in the QP is one of the main

advantages of this formulation. Furthermore, there are very efficient techniques

to solve QPs.

The next step would be to close the control loop and use sensors information

as feedback, e.g. in positioning tasks. In general humanoid walking control

assume that the robot foot steps are defined before computing the current

joint control to realize it. They generally follow a perception-decision-action

scheme: footsteps on time horizon are defined upon sensors information on the

environment, from the footsteps center of mass trajectories (CoM) are computed

to respect balance constraints. Legs control is computed by inverse kinematics.

This perception-decision-action loop has proven to be fast enough to realize

impressive demonstrations for stair-climbing and obstacle avoidance [Lorch et al.,

2002; Chestnutt et al., 2007b; Michel et al., 2007; Gutmann et al., 2008].

On the other hand, for reactive positioning tasks, visual servoing techniques

have proven to be useful [Chaumette and Hutchinson, 2006, 2007]. Dune et al.

[Dune et al., 2010] proposed a visual control scheme for humanoid robots using

walking pattern generation as a black box. The desired velocity of the Center of

Mass (CoM) is computed using visual servoing and it is used as a reference in the

pattern generator. The main disadvantage with this approach is that the visual

servoing scheme and the pattern generator are completely decoupled so that the

visual information is not directly feeding the pattern generator.

Visual servoing has been successfully applied in Model Predictive Control

schemes [Allibert et al., 2010]. The main problem is that the dynamics of the

camera and the projection itself are nonlinear functions for which non-linear

programming are required. However, this may be time consuming and hence

does not fit into an online walking pattern generator.

Parallely, research has been led towards planning trajectories that are

appropriate for humanoid robots walking in cluttered environments, with different

types of restrictions (e.g. [Chestnutt et al., 2005; Hayet et al., 2012]). From the

seminal work of [Chestnutt et al., 2005], a main trend of research in footstep

planning has been to consider a limited set of known actions (quite often footsteps)

and transitions, and to find an optimal path over them. The use of a fixed-set-

of-actions approach can be limiting, as it may produce unnecessary motions near

the obstacles [Bourgeot et al., 2002], while not usually dealing with the problem

7
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of robust perturbation rejection.

A vast amount of work exist to lessen the amount of movements generated

around the obstacles. Chestnutt et al. proposed in [Chestnutt et al., 2007a] an

adaptation mechanism to search around the set of transitions. More recently,

Hornung et al. [Hornung and Bennewitz, 2012], proposed a method to deal with

highly dynamical environments by keeping both, accurate short-term goals and

rough long-term goals. As doing this may lead to local optimum, the authors

propose a method to automatically adapt the set of actions according to the

environment traversability characteristics.

Regarding the problem of robust perturbation rejection, several advances

have also been done. They can be divided into three strategies: (1) ankle-foot

stabilization, (2) whole-body stabilization, and (3) footstep generation. Using

the capture-point or the Center-of-Pressure (CoP) as an indicator of stability,

one can switch between a Finite-State-Machine strategy [Nishiwaki and Kagami,

2009] and a learned strategy [Yi et al., 2011].

From an application point of view, however, it is very difficult to decouple

planning and control from each other. Planning is needed to avoid local optimum

and control is needed to reject disturbances and adapt to modeling errors. Some

planning methods try to account for the motion and control capabilities of the

humanoid robot by using inverse kinematics [Kanoun et al., 2011]. Despite real-

time implementation [Dang et al., 2011], this method suffers from local minima

in planning footsteps.

Building upon the work of Herdt et al. [Herdt et al., 2010a] and Allibert

et al. [Allibert et al., 2010], the first contribution of this thesis is the full

integration of a visual servoing scheme within the walking motion generation,

through linearization into LMPC. As in [Vahrenkamp et al., 2009], the second

contribution of this thesis is to use a planning approach integrating a constraint

given by a task (e.g. visual-servoing). However, here, we modify the walking

controller in such a way to use the planner as a generator of a full vector field

that provides new local solutions from any given configuration and not only as a

provider of single reference trajectories. For the third contribution of this thesis,

the dense reconstruction of the floor surface in front of the robot, we rely on

a real-time approach similar to KinectFusion algorithm proposed in [Newcombe

et al., 2011].

8



3
Locomotion

In this chapter we introduce the techniques most commonly used in biped walking

generation, the Linearized Inverted Pendulum Model and Kajita’s Preview

Control. These techniques are widely used and they have become a standard

in humanoid walking control. In the next chapters, we will work upon these

techniques. The reader is kindly encouraged to read the original papers to have

a deeper understanding of these models.

3.1 Models of Biped Walking and Kajita’s Preview Control

Most of the works in biped walking are based on the simplified model proposed

by Kajita et al. in 1992 [Kajita et al., 1992]. This model simplifies the multi-

body nature of the robot considering it as a single mass moving as an inverted

pendulum. This mass is moving in the x, y plane. It also constraints the trajectory

of the CoM to a horizontal plane, as depicted in Fig. 3.1.

The dynamics of this model is given by,

9
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ZMP

c

z

x

Figure 3.1: Humanoid walking modeled as an inverted pendulum. The center of mass
is constrained to a horizontal plane. The ZMP corresponds to the point in the sole
in which the momentum generated by the inertia and gravity is countered with the
momentum generated by the contact forces of the foot with the ground.
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F p

F p
z

F a

τa

τ p
F p
x

Figure 3.2: The resultant forces and torques of the robot in the foot are F a and τa

respectively. It corresponds the reactions in the contact with the floor. The resultant
of those reactions is F p and its corresponding torque τp. The z component of this
resultant F pz corresponds to the vertical reaction of the floor. The x and y components
correspond to friction forces and they avoid sliding.

τax = mgcy −mcz c̈y, (3.1)

τay = mgcx −mcz c̈x (3.2)

where (cx, cy, cz) is the 3D position of the CoM, m its mass, and τax , τ
a
y the torques

produced by the inertia and gravity (g) in the base of the pendulum. We can note

that the equation in the y axis is completely equivalent to the x axis.

In the contact of the sole with the ground, there exists the countering force F p.

The x, y components of this force correspond to friction and they avoid sliding.

The z component supports the weight of the pendulum and is equal to F p
z = mg,

as depicted in Fig. 3.2.

The total torques in the base of the pendulum are given by,

τ totalx = τ px + τax = F p
z z

p
x + τax ,

τ totaly = τ py + τay = F p
z z

p
y + τay

where (zpx, z
p
y) is the acting point of F p.

The locomotion is dynamically balanced if the contact forces of the feet

11
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cz

px
cx

m C̈x

Figure 3.3: Equivalent model for humanoid walking. Statically the table is not
balanced, dynamically inertia forces balance the table.

with the ground counter the forces due to the inertia and gravity. The Zero

Moment Point (ZMP) (zx, zy) corresponds to the point on the ground where the

total moment in the base of the pendulum is equal to zero [Vukobratovic and

Stepanenko, 1972; Vukobratovic and Borovac, 2004],

0 = mgzx + τax , (3.3)

0 = mgzy + τay . (3.4)

Substituting the former equations in equation 3.1, we derive the ZMP

equations,

Z =

[
zx

zy

]
=

[
cx − cz

g
c̈x

cy − cz
g
c̈y

]
. (3.5)

This model is equivalent to the cart-table model. See Fig. 3.3. This model

simulates the dynamics of the robot as a running cart above a table. The cart

is in a position where it is not statically stable, however, dynamically, if the cart

accelerates in an appropriate way, inertia forces will keep it in balance.

12
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We take the control variables as the time derivative of the horizontal

accelerations of the CoM, i.e. the jerks,

ux
def
=

d

dt
c̈x =

...
c x.

From the work of [Kajita et al., 2003], if we suppose that the trajectory has

periodic piece-wise constant jerks on a time interval T , for discrete time k, we can

express the CoM dynamics in the x-axis as,

cx(k + 1) = cx(k) + ċx(k)T + c̈x(k)T 2/2 +
...
c x(k)T 3/6.

Let us define

ĉx(k) ≡

cx(k)

ċx(k)

c̈x(k)


the state of the robot, defined by its position, velocity and acceleration at time k.

We can express the state of the robot at time k + 1 in terms of the state k

plus the control variable,cx(k + 1)

ċx(k + 1)

c̈x(k + 1)

 =

1 T T 2/2

0 1 T

0 0 1


cx(k)

ċx(k)

c̈x(k)

+

T 3/6

T 2/2

T

ux(k). (3.6)

Finally, using Eq. 3.5 and Eq. 3.6 we have the basic equations of biped

locomotion, {
ĉx(k + 1) = Aĉx(k) +Bux(k)

zx(k) = Cĉx(k)
, (3.7)

with,

A =

1 T T 2/2

0 1 T

0 0 1

 , B =

T 3/6

T 2/2

T

 and C =
(

1 0
cz
g

)
.

To solve this control system efficiently, Kajita et al. also proposed to use

Model Predictive Control (MPC). MPC takes into account future information by

13
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previewing the behavior of the system for a given horizon. Then, an optimization

problem is formulated using a performance index,

min
U(k)

k+N−1∑
i=k

1

2
Q(zx(i+ 1)− zrefx (i+ 1))2 +

1

2
R

...
c 2
x(i), (3.8)

where U(k) = [u(k) . . . u(k+N−1)] is the sequence of the next N controls, zrefx (i)

is a reference ZMP given by a previous footstep planning for instance, Q and R

are constants and N is the size of the horizon. The first term of the optimization

problem contributes to a minimization of the squared error of the ZMP and the

reference ZMP. The second term minimizes the jerks, so we can have smooth

trajectories of the CoM.

The optimal controller is given by,

...
c x(k) = −K1

k∑
i=0

e(i)−K2cx(k)−
N∑
j=1

Kp(j)z
ref
x (k + j) (3.9)

with e(i) = zx(i)− zrefx (i) being the ZMP error w.r.t. the reference ZMP, and K1,

K2 and Kp(j) are gains.

Kajita et al. also proposed a second step to correct the effects of the inverted

pendulum simplification. This second step takes into account the multi-body

dynamics and is re-injected to have better CoM and ZMP trajectories.

3.2 Quadratic Programming and Automatic footstep placement

Wieber in [Wieber, 2006] proposed to reformulate the preview control problem

as a Quadratic Programming Problem. By applying recursively the dynamics

of Eqs. 3.7, we can express the position, velocity and acceleration of the

CoM in terms of the initial state ĉx(k) and the sequence of jerks
...
Cx(k)

def
=

[
...
c x(k),

...
c x(k + 1), ...,

...
c x(k +N − 1)]>,

Cx(k + 1)
def
=

 cx(k + 1)
...

cx(k +N − 1)

 = Spĉx(k) + Up
...
Cx(k), (3.10)

14
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Ċx(k + 1)
def
=

 ċx(k + 1)
...

ċx(k +N − 1)

 = Sv ĉx(k) + Uv
...
Cx(k), (3.11)

similar expressions can be obtained for the y component. We can also express the

ZMP trajectory,

Zx(k + 1)
def
=

 zx(k + 1)
...

zx(k +N − 1)

 = Sz ĉx(k) + Uz
...
Cx(k). (3.12)

With the matrices Sp, Sv, Sz ∈ RN×3 and Up, Uv, Uz ∈ RN×N defined as,

Sp =

1 T T 2/2
...

...
...

1 NT N2T 2

 , Up =

 T 3/6 0 0
...

. . . 0

(1 + 3N + 3N2)T 3/6 · · · T 3/6

 ,

Sv =

0 1 T
...

...
...

0 1 NT

 , Uv =

 T 2/2 0 0
...

. . . 0

(1 + 2N)T 2/2 · · · T 2/2

 ,

Sz =


1 T T 2

2
− zc

g
...

...
...

1 NT N2T 2

2
− zc

g

 ,

Uz =


T 3

6
− Tzc

g
0 0

...
. . .

...

[1 + 3(N − 1) + 3(N − 1)2]T
3

6
− Tzc

g
· · · T 3

6
− Tzc

g

 .
This allows us to rewrite the optimization problem as,

min
U(k)

1

2
R‖

...
C(k)‖2 +

1

2
Q‖Zx(k + 1)− Zref

x (k + 1)‖2,

with the same interpretations as in Eq. 3.8.

15
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This optimization problem has the analytical solution,

...
Cx(k) = −(U>z Uz +

R

Q
IN×N)−1U>z (Sz ĉx(k)− Zref

x (k + 1)). (3.13)

Wieber showed that with this proposal the system is able to reject strong

perturbations.

As an evolution of this work, where the footsteps positions (and, correspondingly,

the ZMP reference) are fed to the pattern generation, the work of [Herdt et al.,

2010a] introduced automatic footstep placement, i.e. managed the footsteps as

free variables in the optimization problem and not as inputs. This reduced the

necessary input to a simple stack of reference velocities (Ċref
x (k+ 1), Ċref

y (k+ 1)).

This leads to the optimization problem,

min
U(k)

α

2
‖
...
Cx(k)‖2 +

α

2
‖
...
Cy(k)‖2

+
β

2

∥∥∥Ċx(k + 1)− Ċref
x (k + 1)

∥∥∥2

+
β

2

∥∥∥Ċy(k + 1)− Ċref
y (k + 1)

∥∥∥2

+
γ

2

∥∥Zx(k + 1)− Zref
x (k + 1)

∥∥2
+
γ

2

∥∥Zy(k + 1)− Zref
y (k + 1)

∥∥2
,(3.14)

with α, β, γ being constants that indicate the weight of each term in the

optimization problem. The first two terms correspond to the minimization of

the jerk, the next two terms correspond to a tracking of a reference velocity and

the final ones correspond to a tracking of a reference ZMP.

The reference ZMP is defined as,

Zref
x (k + 1) = VcF̂x(k) + V Fx(k)

Zref
y (k + 1) = VcF̂y(k) + V Fy(k), (3.15)

with F̂x(k), F̂y(k) being the current position of the foot on the ground.

The variables to optimize are

16
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U(k)
def
=


...
Cx(k)

Fx(k)
...
Cy(k)

Fy(k)

 ,

in which Fx(k) and Fy(k) are the next footstep positions in the horizon. In

Eq. 3.15 we set the reference ZMP to the middle of the support foot. This way,

the reference ZMP is not fixed in advanced but is permanently recomputed from

the feet position decided by the algorithm. Finally

Vc =



1
...

1

0
...

0

0
...

0



V =



0 0 0 · · · 0
...

...
...

. . .

0 0 0 · · · 0

1 0 0 · · · 0
...

...
...

. . .

1 0 0 · · · 0

0 1 0 · · · 0
...

...
...

. . .

0 1 0 · · · 0



,

are selection matrices that indicate which sampling time falls in which step.

As the terms in the optimization problem defined in Eqs. 3.10-3.12 and 3.15

are linear in the variables to optimize, the problem can be written as a Quadratic

Program (QP),

min
U(k)

1

2
U(k)>Q(k)U(k) + p(k)>U(k), (3.16)

under linear constraints arising, among others, from the inclusion of the reference

ZMP inside the support polygon [Herdt et al., 2010a].

For instance, during the single support phase (in which we have a support

foot and a flying one), the constraint ensuring that the ZMP remains inside the

support polygon is expressed as:

[
dx(θ) dy(θ)

] [zx − fx
zy − fy

]
≤ b(θ) (3.17)

17
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where (fx, fy) is the foot position, θ is its orientation, dx(θ), dy(θ) are column

vectors containing the x, y coordinates of the normal vectors to the feet edges,

and b(θ) is the column vector containing their position with a security margin.

For the double support phase, Herdt et al. chose to satisfy the constraint of the

reference ZMP at the sampling time kT, and given that the double support phase

is chosen to be T long (0.1s for the double support and 0.7 for the single support),

no samplings fall strictly in the double support, so they just consider single support

constraint in the reference ZMP. This assumption appears to be reasonable enough

to generate stable motions as they showed in their experiments.

18



4
Vision-Based Control of Humanoid

Walking

We have introduced the mathematical foundations behind humanoid walking. In

this chapter we will discuss the applicability of controlling the robot trajectory

using visual servoing, as depicted in Fig. 4.1. We present a novel approach for

using a visual servoing scheme to control the dynamic walk of a humanoid robot.

Here, the online information given by an on-board camera is used to drive the

robot towards a specific goal, in a visual servoing scheme. This closed loop

approach allows the system to react to changes in its environment and to adapt to

modeling errors. Our work is built upon the reactive pattern generator of [Herdt

et al., 2010a] that we presented at the end of Chapter 3, which modifies footsteps,

center of mass and center of pressure trajectories to track a reference velocity.

We compare our method to another which does not use Model Predictive Control

in the visual servoing. This alternative method, proposed by Dune et al. [Dune

et al., 2010] outputs, in a first stage, a reference velocity directly given by the

visual servoing control law and then, in a second stage, this reference velocity is

19



20 · Vision-Based Locomotion for Humanoid Robots

introduced in the pattern generator to produce the appropriate walking motion

(hence, our term of “decoupled”). The coupled approach proposed here uses

a Model Predictive Control scheme to introduce the visual error terms directly

within the pattern generator. This allows to avoid a number of limitations

(e.g. that visual constraints cannot be introduced directly inside the locomotion

controller or that the camera motion has to be accounted separately) that appear

in the decoupled method. In this work, both approaches are compared numerically

and validated in simulation.

4.1 Visual servoing

Visual servoing aims at controlling the motion of a robot equipped with a camera,

by minimizing errors between observed features and their corresponding reference

features, [Chaumette and Hutchinson, 2006, 2007]. The nature of the features

differentiates schemes of visual servoing: Image based visual servoing (IBVS) uses

only image features; Position based visual servoing (PBVS) uses the 3-D pose(s)

of object(s) of interest. In any of these cases of feedback, one may use a velocity

controller such as

vc = −λL+
e e,

where e = s − s∗ is the vector of errors between the current features s and the

desired ones s∗, vc is the velocity of the camera (the control variable), and L+
e is

the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse of the interaction matrix Le, that is, the matrix

relating the velocity of the features and the velocity of the camera.

We will now describe two approaches for introducing visual control in the

described pattern generation: the first one (in Section 4.2) is a decoupled one,

proposed by Dune et al. [Dune et al., 2010], where the visual servoing is used to

determine the reference velocity in Eq. 3.14; the second one (Section 4.3) modifies

Eq. 3.14 to replace the reference velocity term by a new term directly related to

the decreasing of the visual errors.
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Figure 4.1: An example setup for our approach: the robot has to walk towards a desired
position with regards to an object viewpoint. Frames o, c and m refer to the object,
camera and CoM respectively. oTc is the transformation to view the camera points in
the object reference frame. (xf , yf ) is the current footprint position.

4.2 Visual Control Using a Reference Velocity

As for any pattern generator, the stepping motion induces a sway motion, which

can be read as the difference existing between the reference velocity used in the

Eq. 3.14 of the Model Predictive Control and the real velocity effectively attained

from the first control. This sway motion is necessary for a proper walk, but it

obviously generates non-desired effects on the robot visual perception. As stated

in [Dune et al., 2010], the result of this sway motion on the real camera velocity

vc can be modeled as:

vc = vc + cVmvb (4.1)

where vc is the “ideal” camera velocity that would exist without sway, and vb is

the part of the CoM velocity that is induced by the sway. The matrix cVm is a

6×6 twist matrix relating the camera frame (index “c”) to the CoM frame (index

“m”) through the transform cTm.
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We recall how in [Dune et al., 2010], a classical visual servoing scheme is

adapted to be used for a humanoid robot. The idea, basically, is to use the

output velocity from Eq. 4.5 as a reference velocity for Eq. 3.14. However, as we

have pointed it out, the humanoid motion has an intrinsic sway component, that

makes the visual features have an evolution in the image not corresponding to the

desired trajectory.

As mentioned above, the features motion in the image can be decomposed

into a component due to the sway motion, and a component due to the “average”

(sway-less) motion of the robot,

ṡ = Lev
c + Le

cVmvb. (4.2)

Then, the idea is to use a virtual camera that would correspond to the position

of the camera if we supposed that there were no sway motion affecting the robot

motion, to control this virtual camera, and use its controlled velocity ( vc) as a

reference velocity in the reactive PG.

Integrating equation 4.2 between 0 and t, Dune et al. have shown that the

relationship between the real observed features s(t) and the “sway-less” features

s̄(t) can be written as

s(t) = s(t) +

∫ t

0

L̂e
cVm vbdt− E, (4.3)

where E
def
= s(0) − s(0). From the previous equation, the corrected visual error

between a reference features vector and the sway-less features vector, to be used

for the computation of the reference velocity, is deduced as

e(t) = s(t)− s∗ = e(t)− (

∫ t

0

L̂e
cVm vbdt− E). (4.4)

Under this model, the virtual error e(t) is regulated to zero, and the real error

e(t) is oscillating around zero, with a period T , because of the sway.

The shift E is re-estimated regularly over one period of time (e.g., the last

period) by
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E =
1

T sway

∫ t

t−T sway

∫ t

0

L̂e
cVm vbdtdt,

and finally, it is used in the control law for the CoM (e.g., the reference velocity

for Eq. 3.14)

vm = −λcVmL̂e
+

(e− (

∫ t

0

L̂e
cVm vbdt− E)). (4.5)

Note that the discrete form of the involved integrals are used in practice.

More details can be found in [Dune et al., 2010]. To apply this control, we need

the actual measured errors e (as in any classical visual servoing approach), an

estimate of the sway motion period, which is deduced from the stepping period,

and a point-wise estimate for the sway motion at the level of the CoM vb.

This reference velocity can be directly injected in the Velocity Controlled

Pattern Generator introduced in previous section. However, this approach has

several drawbacks. First, the control law will never be executed as is, because of

dynamical and physical limitations of the robot. Second, to get equation 4.5, they

make several assumptions, which sometimes are not true. And third, since the

PG and the servo controller are totally decoupled, the visual feedback has to wait

for the next iteration to be introduced in the PG. In order to solve this problem,

we will present in the next section a Visual Servo controller which will be directly

introduced in the Pattern Generator.

4.3 Visual servoing and MPC

As we know, in walking pattern generation, MPC is used to estimate a sequence

of optimal controls at some horizon, because of the step-based nature of walking.

Hence, we want to orient the optimization of the foot placement by taking into

account the expected evolution of the visual servoing (VS) errors so that, instead of

minimizing the VS errors at current time k, one would like to foresee its evolution

at some horizon [k + 1, k +N ]. In this chapter, in order to simplify the notation,

we will use the form sk to express the time reference k of s(k) and alike.

In [Allibert et al., 2010], such a time horizon-aware scheme has been proposed.
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The visual predictive control (VPC) is introduced as:

min
Uk

k+N∑
j=k+1

[sdj − smj ]>Wj[s
d
j − smj ], (4.6)

subject to sdj = s∗j − εj, (4.7)

qj = f(qj−1, uj−1), (4.8)

smj = h(qj). (4.9)

In Eq. 4.6, Uk = uk:k+N−1 are the series of controls to be applied, qj is the state,

and s∗j , s
d
j and smj are respectively the reference, desired and predicted positions of

the visual features. The terms εj are the errors sj−smj between real and predicted

feature positions. Allibert et al. assume εj constant over the prediction horizon,

equal to εk = sk − smk , i.e. the error at current time k, because by definition the

sj are not known for j > k. Since our landmarks are static, s∗j
def
= s∗, and since

the prediction errors are constant on the horizon window, sdj = sdk = s∗ − εk are

constant in the prediction horizon.

Eq. 4.8 is the dynamic model, that estimates the new state given the last

state/control pair. In general, this function is non-linear. We will see how to deal

with this non-linearity.

Eq. 4.9 is also a non-linear function that estimates the output of the model

smj , given the current state qj. This equation implements the pinhole camera

projection model.

Matrix Wj in Eq. 4.6 is a positive definite matrix used to weight errors in

the prediction horizon. As suggested in [Allibert et al., 2010], we consider equal

weights for all features errors, Wj = diag(wj).

Here, smj is the collection of all the predicted features at time j, that is, for M

features smj = (sm1,j, s
m
2,j, . . . , s

m
M,j)

>. Eq. 4.6 can be rewritten as

min
Uk

M∑
l=0

[Sdl − Sml,k]>W [Sdl − Sml,k], (4.10)

with Sml,k =
(
sml,k+1, s

m
l,k+2, . . . , s

m
l,k+N

)>
stacking the features positions in the

horizon, Sdl stacking the corresponding desired positions, and the weights matrix

W = diag(wk+1, wk+2, ..., wk+N).
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Allibert et al. solved directly the non-linear programming problem Eqs. 4.6-4.9

to compute the controls in their visual servoing scheme.

4.4 Integrating the visual servoing to the walking motion

generator

In the following we use superscripts w, c,m to refer the world, the camera, and

the CoM reference frame, and cTm means transformation from c to m frame. If

we introduce directly Eq. 4.10 in Eq. 3.14, we will not have a QP anymore due

to the non-linear constraints, namely Eqs. 4.8 and 4.9. We can directly solve the

first problem (Eq. 4.8) by using the dynamic model in Eq. 3.10. In this case

there is no rotation, but we will see that we can introduce it in a decoupled way

without losing the QP formulation.

4.4.1 Linearization of the observation model

As we said, Eq. 4.9 implements the pinhole camera model. Let wpl′ =

[wxl′ ,
w yl′ ,

w zl′ ]
> be the position of the l’-th landmark in the world reference

frame. At time j, one can compute the projection to the image plane by first

transforming the landmark position to the camera frame with the homogeneous

transform mTc
wTm,j and then applying the projection,(

ul′,j

vl′,j

)
=

(
u(cxl′,j,

cyl′,j,
czl′,j)

v(cxl′,j,
cyl′,j,

czl′,j)

)
=

(
cxl′,j/

czl′,j
cyl′,j/

czl′,j

)
, (4.11)

where wTm,j is the transformation from the world frame to the CoM frame at time

j and mTc is the transformation from the CoM frame to the camera frame, which

is not variable in our approach. Note that

wTm,j = (mTw,j)
−1 =

(
(mRw,j)

−1 −(mRw,j)
−1mtw,j

01×3 1

)
where mtw,j is the position of the CoM in the world frame at time j, which depends

in our control variables through Eq. 3.10. mRw,j is the direction of the robot waist

according to the world reference frame at time j. In our current formulation there
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is no free variables modifying this quantity, because it would make the problem

non-linear. More details about this problem are given in Section 4.4.2.

If we use directly Eq. 4.11 (non-linear), we will lose the QP formulation. We

know that Eq. 4.11 is a projection h : R3 → R2.

h(x, y, z) =

(
u(x, y, z)

v(x, y, z)

)
=

(
x/z

y/z

)
.

We also know from MPC that prediction is done over a finite horizon. So it

might be enough to use a first order approximation of h for small (dx, dy, dz) so

that we can maintain the QP form.

Now, by using a Taylor series for u(x, y, z) around some point (x0, y0, z0) and

substituting the derivatives,
u(x0 + dx, y0 + dy, z0 + dz) ≈ x0

z0

+
dx

z0

− x0dz

z2
0

,

v(x0 + dx, y0 + dy, z0 + dz) ≈ y0

z0

+
dy

z0

− y0dz

z2
0

.

with dx = x− x0, dy = y − y0 and dz = z − z0.

We propose to apply such a linearization of Eq. 4.11 for the whole horizon,

around the first position (j = k) of landmark l′, i.e. at the linearization point

(cxl′,k,
c yl′,k,

c zl′,k), that is, the point we are actually watching in the CoM frame.

This way, we can express the predicted position of the landmark l′ linearly at

time j > k in the horizon:(
ul′,j

vl′,j

)
=

(
π11
l′,k

cxl′,j + π13
l′,k

czl′,j + ul′,k

π22
l′,k

cyl′,j + π23
l′,k

czl′,j + vl′,k

)
,

where ul′,k = cxl′,k/
czl′,k and vl′,k = cyl′,k/

czl′,k are the initial image positions of

the landmarks in the horizon and the coefficients πijl′,k the elements of the matrix

Πl′,k =

(
1/czl′,k 0 −ul′,k/czl′,k

0 1/czl′,k −vl′,k/czl′,k

)
,

which is the classical definition of the interaction matrix in Image-Based Visual

Servoing.
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Finally, we can express the projection of the l′ − th landmark (constraint 4.9)

as: (
ul′,j

vl′,j

)
=

[
Πl′,k

ul′,k

vl′,k

]
mTc

wTm,j

(
wpl′

1

)
, (4.12)

so that we can now introduce the visual features in the pattern generator.

Expanding terms in Eq. 4.12 for the first row and setting Πu
l′,k as the first row of

matrix Πl′,k,

ul′,j = Πu
l′,k(

wRc
wpl′ +

wRc
mtw,j + mtc) + ul′,k. (4.13)

Since wRc
mtw,j = wRc1xj + wRc2yj + wRc3zj, where wRci is the i-th column of

wRc
1 and xj, yj, zj the position of the CoM at time j (see Chapter 3). We can

rewrite Eq. 4.13

ul′,j = aul′,kxj + bul′,kyj + cul′,k, (4.14)

with 
aul′,k = Πu

l′,k
wRc1

bul′,k = Πu
l′,k

wRc2

cul′,k = Πu
l′,k(

wRc
wpl′ +

mtc + wRc3zj) + ul′,k.

Equivalently,

vl′,j = avl′,kxj + bvl′,kyj + cvl′,k. (4.15)

Stacking the features ul′,j and the CoM positions for the whole horizon and

using Eq. 3.10, we get a vector Sml,k similar to the one introduced in Eq. 4.10

Sml′,k = Aul′,kCx(k + 1) +Bu
l′,kCy(k + 1) + Cu

l′,k,

with
Aul′,k = aul′,kIN×N

Bu
l′,k = bul′,kIN×N

Cu
l′,k = cul′,k(1, 1, ..., 1)>

1To simplify the notations wRc = mRc
wRm,j
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which corresponds to the predicted coordinates u of the landmark l′-th in the

horizon. The equivalent equations for the v coordinates of the same landmark are

straightforward.

Every projected landmark provides two coordinates (u, v) and we treat each

one as an individual feature. This means that the l-th feature is the u coordinate

in the image of the landmark l′ = bl/2c for l even, and the v coordinate for l odd.

Generalizing to all features, we have:

Sml,k = Al,kCx(k + 1) +Bl,kCy(k + 1) + Cl,k, (4.16)

with Al,k = Aul′,k for l even and Al,k = Avl′,k for l odd. The same holds for Bl,k and

Cl,k.

Finally, we can introduce visual servoing in the walking generation with the

QP:

min
U(k)

α

2
‖
...
Cx(k)‖2 +

γ

2

∥∥Zx(k + 1)− Zref
x (k + 1)

∥∥2

+
α

2
‖
...
Cy(k)‖2 +

γ

2

∥∥Zy(k + 1)− Zref
y (k + 1)

∥∥2

+
β

2

M∑
l=0

[Sdl − Sml,k]>W [Sdl − Sml,k],

and as a canonical QP:

min
U(k)

1

2
U(k)>Q(k)U(k) + p(k)>U(k)

with

Q(k) =

(
Q(k)′ 0

0 Q(k)′

)
+ Q̂(k),

Q(k)′ =

(
αI + γU>z Uz −γU>z V
−γV >Uz γV >V

)
,
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Q̂(k) =


β
∑
l

U>p A
>
l,kWAl,kUp 0 β

∑
l

U>p A
>
l,kWBl,kUp 0

0 0 0 0

β
∑
l

U>p B
>
l,kWAl,kUp 0 β

∑
l

U>p B
>
l,kWBl,kUp 0

0 0 0 0


and p(k) = p(k)′ + p̂(k),

p′(k) =


γU>z (Sz ĉx(k)− VcF̂x(k)

−γV >(Sz ĉx(k)− VcF̂x(k))

γU>z (Sz ĉy(k)− VcF̂y(k))

−γV >(Sz ĉy(k)− VcF̂y(k))

 ,

p̂(k) =


β
∑
l

U>u A
>
l,kW [Al,kUsĉx(k) +Bl,kUsĉy(k) + Cl,k − Sdl ]

0

β
∑
l

U>p B
>
l,kW [Al,kUsĉx(k) +Bl,kUsĉy(k) + Cl,k − Sdl ]

0

 .

One must note in Eq. 4.17, unlike the velocity controlled PG, this QP does

not include the reference velocity tracking, instead, it includes the minimization

of the visual errors. It also includes the terms of the minimization of the jerks

and the ZMP centering.

4.4.2 Control of the rotation angle

So far, we have proposed a scheme to control the trajectory of the center of mass

in the xy plane. However, introducing the rotation angle in the minimization

problem is not straightforward without losing linearity. Furthermore, the rotation

angle plays a very important role here since sometimes most of the error between

the desired features sd and the predicted features sm may be due to the angle

between the robot and the features.

An extension of the original linear MPC scheme with automatic footstep

placement that deals with a reference angular velocity has been proposed in [Herdt

et al., 2010b]. The approach is a decoupled solution, that is, it estimates first the

optimal rotation angles and afterwards introduces these values as known in the
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main QP (as the matrix mRw,j). This scheme should not affect the stability of

the walking since inertial effects are not taken into account.

The same decoupled solution is used in this approach. Hence, in a first stage,

we optimize the orientations in the MPC time window by

min...
C θ(k),

...
F θ(k)

β

2

∥∥Cθ(k + 1)−Θ0
∥∥2

+
γ

2

∥∥Fθ(k + 1)−Θ0
∥∥2

(4.17)

+
α

2
‖
...
Cθ(k)‖2 +

α

2
‖

...
F θ(k)‖2 ,

with the same notations as for
...
Cx(k) and

...
Cy(k),

...
Cθ(k) is the sequence of N jerk

values to be applied, and Cθ(k + 1) is the sequence of predicted θ values, i.e. the

orientations of the trunk,

Cθ(k + 1)
def
= (cθ(k + 1), ..., cθ(k +N))>,

and similarly for Fθ(k+1), the feet orientations. Finally, as a reference orientation

Θ0 is defined once for all at the starting configuration as a target feet orientation.

Several conventions exist, in this paper, the trunk orientation Cθ(k) is trying to

follow the flying foot orientation Fθ(k). The flying foot is the only one which can

move during the single support phase. Certainly, the support foot is fixed, and

both feet are fixed during the double support phase. Finally, zero speed, and zero

acceleration are specified at the beginning and the end of the trajectories.

Then in a second stage, we introduce these angles as constant in the main

QP (Eq. 3.14). This approach gives us the advantage of introducing the following

constraints,

|Cθ(k + 1)− Fθ(k + 1)| < ΘFT
max (4.18)

|Cf,L
θ (k + 1)− Cf,R

θ (k + 1)| < ΘLR
max (4.19)

|Cθ(k + 1)| < Θvisibility. (4.20)

Eq. 4.18 constraint the maximum rotation between feet and trunk, Eq. 4.19

between both feet, and Eq. 4.20 sets a rotation limit of the trunk to keep the

visibility of the landmarks.
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4.4.3 Visual constraints

The introduction of visual constraints can be done by using Eq. 4.14 and Eq. 4.15.

Any linear constraint in the image plane (u, v), can be expressed as a linear

constraint in the variables U(k).

Furthermore a convex polytope can be expressed under a linear form. It means

that we can have time and landmark varying constraints. Commonly we only

want all landmarks to follow trajectories inside of some convex polytope. Hence,

constraints become constant in time and for all landmarks. This can be written

as:

A′

(
Aul′,kCx(k + 1) +Bu

l′,kCy(k + 1) + Cu
l′,k

Avl′,kCx(k + 1) +Bv
l′,kCy(k + 1) + Cv

l′,k

)
≤ b′ (4.21)

and then, A′′Uk ≤ b′′,

where matrix A′ and vector b′ are related with the image constraints. For example,

bound constraints in the (u, v) coordinates like visibility constraints are easily

expressed in terms of Eq. 4.21 and are introduced directly in the QP.

4.4.4 Qualitative comparison with the classical approach

A first advantage of introducing the visual errors term in the Pattern Generator

MPC and of avoiding the decoupled approach is that with a pure visual servoing

approach, the expected behavior of the controls to be applied would correspond

to an exponentially decreasing velocity, with velocities that eventually could not

be realized by the humanoid robot. On the opposite, with our approach, because

the visual errors term is only one term in the QP problem (1) the exponential

decay is attenuated by the regularizing effect of other terms such as the jerks and

(2) the constraint on velocities (maximal velocities) are naturally handled.

Moreover, since the velocity reference we set as an input to the pattern

generator is not truly performed (due to physical constraints of the robot), we

have to re-inject this difference in the next iteration. In the coupled approach

those problems are handled intrinsically within the Model Predictive Control.

The sway motion is naturally filtered since we minimize the errors within a full
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cycle (the horizon in the Model Predictive Control). Finally, in the MPC-based

coupled approach, we minimize errors as long as the stability criteria permits it,

so we always request (and apply) feasible controls and the error is instantaneously

taken into account.

We know classical visual servoing control laws have very good performance in

robotic arms. However, stepping is a highly dynamic process. We can not ignore

the stability and limitations in the design of our control laws. For instance, in

classical visual servoing, while reaching the goal, the velocity controls requested

to the robot are getting smaller, and null velocities are theoretically reached at

infinite time, due to the exponential decay. Clearly we stop the motion when

some convergence criteria is reached. This is not a problem with robotic arms

since we just send rotational velocities to the motors, so this velocity can be very

small. On the other side, the motion can take long time, and the stability of the

robot arm system is not jeopardized. Stepping involves balance, and every step

could break it. We must avoid unnecessary motion and reach the goal as soon

and efficient as possible.

4.5 Simulation results

4.5.1 Simulation results on the MPC-based approach only

We first tested our own approach (Section 4.3) in a simulated environment with

the HRP-2 robot model and we comment these results hereafter. We assume that

no noise or modeling errors have been introduced. For all the tests, the initial

position is (0, 0) and the desired features are set in the position (2, 1). First,

we try with a desired final position that does not imply rotation, so that the

robot has just to control the x and y velocities, which are the variables in the

QP. Depending of the weights of the QP, we obtain different trajectories, such

as in Figs. 4.2 and 4.3. The difference between these two simulations is that we

increased the β parameter (β = 0.001 in the first, β = 0.005 in the second). The

result is that the robot minimizes first the visual features errors, disregarding

the jerks regularization term, which produces higher velocities and a globally less

smooth trajectory.

Now, in a second experiment, we evaluate the trajectory with rotation. We
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Figure 4.2: On the left, we show the trajectory of the robot in the x, y plane, driven by
our MPC-based coupled approach. The initial and final double stance phases appear in
green. The single stance support feet appear in red (resp. blue) for the right (resp. left)
foot. In pink, we depicted the CoP trajectory, which can be observed to remain safely
in the support polygon, and in black the CoM trajectory. On the right, top, we depict
(in black) the trajectory of the features in the image, with the initial positions in red
and the desired positions in blue, for the first simulation. Finally, the evolution of the
velocities is shown in the bottom. It is interesting to note the offset of the oscillatory
velocity in x (in blue) and y (in red) due to the features errors.

recall that the rotation velocity control is decoupled from the x and y velocities

control. It works as follows: The rotation velocity controller sets (in a decoupled

way) the angular position while the main controller (QP) adapts the x, y velocities

in terms of these computed angular positions (which are known in the horizon),

the visual errors, the footsteps centering and the jerks minimization. The results

of a first simulation involving rotation is shown in Fig. 4.4. One can observe that

the dynamical balance is kept, and that most of the correction related to the

rotation is done at the beginning of the trajectory. Also, in Fig. 4.5, we can see

that it is robust to perturbations: The same trajectory is followed as in Fig. 4.4

but a strong perturbation in the CoM position has been introduced (simulating an

external force applying to the CoM or a string error in the position estimation),

inducing visible peaks in the velocities. However, the perturbation is recovered

quasi-instantly.
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Figure 4.3: The behavior of our system in the second simulation (β is 5 times higher),
with the same graphical conventions as in Fig. 4.2. The robot is following a quite distinct
trajectory, with a backwards part close to the end. As the priority is to minimize features
errors, disregarding the jerks, high velocities are taken.

We have already explained how a local linearization is made to maintain the

QP formulation. The performance of this linearization depends of the distance

traveled inside the horizon, which depends on the velocity of the robot and the size

of the horizon. In Fig. 4.6, we can see the linearized and real features trajectories

for a given CoM trajectory. As expected, close to the beginning (the linearization

point) the trajectories are quite similar, while the final positions differ more.

This is an extreme situation, since usual metric displacements in the horizon are

much smaller than this one. In any case, horizon displacements are bigger when

the visual errors are bigger (the robot is far from the desired position) in which

case the robot just needs a tendency. But when the errors are getting smaller,

the robot needs more precision. In this case, the displacements in the horizon

becomes smaller so that the difference between the real model and the linearized

one becomes negligible.

Due to the walking nature, we have oscillations in the features trajectories.

One of the main advantages of using MPC is that it naturally filters out these

oscillations because we minimize the errors in a full cycle. It is remarkable that,
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Figure 4.4: The behavior of our system in the third simulation, involving rotation, with
the same graphical conventions as in Fig. 4.2. In the velocities graph (right, bottom) we
added the rotation velocity in black. The robot is walking in the sagittal direction most
of the time, after an initial rotation. The amplitude of the oscillations of the CoM and
subsequently of the features are smaller than in the first simulation. However, we can
see a non-negligible component of velocity in the positive y direction, since the angle is
not fully compensated. When the angle is almost fully compensated, this component
disappears.

in comparison with the decoupled approach [Dune et al., 2010] we do not need

to model explicitly the sway motion of the robot and the resulting motion of the

visual features. The system could oscillate inside the horizon (and it does), but at

the end, the optimal control is taken without oscillations (Fig. 4.7). In Fig. 4.7,

we only show three features errors evolution, the u component of each left (black)

and right (red) lower side corners, since the upper ones are, by symmetry, the

same. And we complete with a single v component (blue) for all the corners, with

the same symmetry argument.

4.5.2 Comparisons: coupled vs. decoupled approaches

We conducted a simple experiment to illustrate better the differences between

the two approaches of Section 4.2 and Section 4.3, and to have quantitative

comparisons between them. In this experiment, the robot has simply to go
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Figure 4.5: The behavior of our system in the fourth simulation, with the same graphical
conventions as in Fig. 4.4. The robot is following a trajectory similar to the one of
Fig. 4.4. After a few footsteps, a strong perturbation is applied to the CoM, inducing
a peak in the velocities graph (right, bottom). This perturbation is small in distance
metric, so it is not visible in the features trajectories. The perturbation is quasi-instantly
recovered.

three meters forward. In Fig. 4.8, we depict the robot trajectories and footsteps

(left column) and the features trajectories (right column) for each approach (the

coupled one in the upper line, the decoupled one in the lower line). We can clearly

appreciate that the coupled approach converges faster. Indeed, with the coupled

approach, it took 15 steps (including double supports) to reach the goal. However,

with the decoupled approach, after 30 steps, the goal has still not been reached

and keeps converging slowly. Here, the convergence criterion is the norm of the

errors between the current features positions and the desired ones. Moreover,

one can observe that, close to the goal, the features positions follow a smoother

trajectory in the case of the visual predictive control than with the decoupled

approach, where oscillations (as a result of the immediate stepping) are visible.

In Fig. 4.9 left, we present the profiles of velocities performed by the robot, in

both cases. It is interesting to note that in the coupled approach, the amplitude of

the oscillations is smaller, which is desirable. Also, when the error gets small, the

classical approach slows down to have a slow convergence rate. This is a normal
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Figure 4.6: In this figure, we show the trajectory of the visual features in one iteration
of the QP, and compare the evolution of the features obtained by the linearization model
(green lines) and features obtained by the exact non-linear model (red lines).

feature of classical visual servoing, i.e. the error evolves with an exponential

decay. In the decoupled approach, this behavior is clearly present. However,

in the coupled approach combining the MPC walking pattern generator with

visual predictive control, this is not true anymore, see Fig. 4.9 right, in particular,

because we take into account future information, so the coupled system converges

faster. In the errors evolution, we use the same symmetry argument as in Fig. 4.7.

We should note that the u components in the image plane are theoretically the

oscillatory ones (from the stepping motion). In Fig. 4.9, we can see that the

v component converges faster in the coupled approach. With the u components,

there remains a small residual of the oscillation in both the coupled and decoupled

approaches, which explains that the u components converge slower in the coupled

approach.

4.6 Conclusion

Since the original proposal for walking generation proposed in [Kajita et al., 2003],

most of the efforts in the literature have focused in dynamical balance and stability.

In this chapter, we have proposed a novel approach to close the control loop by

introducing visual information into the walking pattern generation. Our online

pattern generator integrates the regulation of the relative pose of image features

while simultaneous ensuring safety and stability. In order to keep the optimization

formulation as a QP, the perspective projection equations have been linearized
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Figure 4.7: Evolution of the errors for the u, v components of each feature, in the
second simulation. In dashed line, we depict the instantaneous errors along time, and
in solid line, we depict the errors estimated in the horizon (i.e. individual terms of
Eq. 4.10, normalized by the size of the horizon). Observe that the sway motion of
the robot induces oscillations of the u components in the instantaneous errors, and that
these oscillations are not present in the errors estimated in the horizon window.

around the features positions at the beginning of each cycle. However, our current

approach uses 3D information that strongly depends on the localization. As an

ongoing work, we wish to drop the need of 3D information by predicting the

image positions of the landmarks in terms on the velocity of the robot in the

horizon (IBVS); we also plan to perform real experiments on the HRP-2 humanoid

platform.
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Figure 4.8: Comparison between the coupled (up) and decoupled approaches (bottom).
On the left side, we depict the robot trajectory with the footsteps (red and blue), and
the CoM (black) and CoP (pink) trajectories. On the right side, we depict the evolution
of the instantaneous features positions during the experiment (from the red rectangle,
at the beginning of the simulation, to the blue one, at the end).
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Figure 4.9: Left, comparison of velocity profiles in the x (blue) and y (red) axis, for
the decoupled (dashed line) and coupled (solid line) approaches. Right, comparison of
the features errors evolution.
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5
Planning Visual Tasks for Reactive

Humanoid Walking

In the previous chapter, we presented a scheme to control a humanoid robot

directly by using visual servoing techniques. However, the trajectories realized by

the robot in that case are generated to minimize the distance in the image features

space and might create unnecessary motion in the space of the footprints. This

is because visual servoing is a local control technique. If we want to take into

account the shape of the trajectory or obstacles avoidance, a planning method

would be necessary.

Motion planning aims to take the robot from an initial to a final position

while ensuring feasibility and obstacle avoidance. The notion of optimality arises

in motion planning. From the work of [Salaris et al., 2010; Hayet et al., 2012],

it exists a set of optimal trajectories to take a nonholonomic robot, evolving in

free space, from an initial to a final position while keeping in sight a landmark.

Also, it has been shown that the human walking behaves nonholonomic for open

spaces. In this chapter, we will work upon those works and we will inject the
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motion primitives from the planner into the pattern generator level of the robot.

5.1 Global planning with visibility constraints

For visual servoing, localization, surveillance, or any robotic task based on the

observation of visual cues, it is important to ensure that the robot under control

does not lose sight of the landmark(s) used as a visual reference. Hence, several

works have been proposed to provide motion planners that guarantee landmark

visibility, mainly for wheeled robots.

With this concern in mind, we borrow one such global planner, described

in [Hayet et al., 2012], as a base tool for generating paths that guarantee to

enforce the required visual constraints while giving locally optimal trajectories in

distance. This base planner for humanoid robots uses as an underlying model of

motion, a disk-shaped non-holonomic Differential Drive Robot (DDR). In [Hayet

et al., 2012], if a solution path is found for the DDR, it is converted into a solution

path for the humanoid robot by generating a footprints sequence coherent with

the humanoid dimensions. A nice property inherited from using the DDR model

of motion is that the global planner is complete, i.e. if a solution exists, it will

give one, otherwise, it will say so.

However, even if, locally, the used motion primitives are optimal in distance,

this approach does not necessarily give globally optimal trajectories. We will not

detail the complete methodology here, but we recall the basic results hereafter.

The aforementioned algorithm takes as an input a 2D map of the environment,

with its obstacles and visual landmarks, an initial configuration of the robot in

the plane, (xA, yA, θA), and a final (goal) configuration in the plane, (xB, yB, θB).

Its output is a set of footprints in the plane to be followed by the robot. The

building of this path follows a classical recursive strategy: A roadmap is built

over the free space, which includes both, points free of collision with the obstacles

in the environment and points that are not within the shadows cast by the

landmarks. Then, the initial and final configurations are tested, to check whether

the optimal primitives of [Salaris et al., 2010] can connect them without colliding

with forbidden regions. If the computed path is without collision, then the

algorithm ends, otherwise the holonomic shortest path on the roadmap from the

initial configuration to the final (if it exists) is divided in two parts by its middle
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point, and the whole process is repeated on the two sub-parts.

The resulting path is made of several parts, each one corresponding to a locally

optimal path given from [Salaris et al., 2010] (made of a combination of straight

lines, logarithmic spirals and in-site rotations). This allows to define a set of S

sub-segments to be performed by the robot along locally optimal paths, which

will be referred to as (ps, qs), for s = 1 . . . S :

ps = (xsp, y
s
p, θ

s
p)
T ; qs = (xsq, y

s
q , θ

s
q)
T ,

with ps the initial configuration and qs the final one. The complete computed

path is executed by reaching the successive sub-goals qs.

5.2 Defining a local reference trajectory

Let us focus on the execution of each sub-path s. Suppose that we start with the

robot at some configuration close to ps (see Fig. 5.1), because localization may not

be perfect, and suppose that we want to reach the final configuration or sub-goal

qs, as determined in [Hayet et al., 2012].

5.2.1 Adapting the reference trajectory for the MPC

Without loss of generality, we suppose that the object of interest to be kept at

sight by the robot is located at Ls = (0, 0). In all the following, x, y, θ will refer

to coordinates w.r.t a global frame centered at this origin.

It is noteworthy that, given the sub-goal qs = (xsq, y
s
q , θ

s
q)
T to reach, and the

landmark it is associated to, the work of [Salaris et al., 2010] gives us a full

synthesis of optimal paths in free space. This synthesis can be represented as a

mapping σ:

σ : R2 7→ S1 × R2

(x, y) → (θ∗(x, y), v∗(x, y), ω∗(x, y))

where θ∗(x, y) is the orientation the robot (viewed as a nonholonomic cart) should

have in order to start walking along the shortest path to qs, from its current

position (x, y). The pair (v∗(x, y), ω∗(x, y)) are the instantaneous (reference)

velocities needed to be applied to follow the shortest paths. Without loss of
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generality, we can suppose that v∗(x, y) = 0 (for in-site rotations) or v∗(x, y) = ±1

(elsewhere). Given that the linear velocity v∗(x, y), ω∗(x, y) is defined in function

of the nature of the path segment,{
ω∗(x, y) = 0 (straight line)

= ± sin(φmax)√
x2+y2

(spiral),

where φmax is the maximal bearing angle possible for the landmark, given the

sensor and robot characteristics.

Our claim is that the knowledge of optimal policies at each point provides

flexibility when generating a walking pattern. This is achieved by optimizing the

footprint positions and the CoM trajectory “around” the nominal path output

from the planner. Which is done by using these policies within the pattern

generation.

(xsp, y
s
p, θ

s
p)

(xsq, y
s
q , θ

s
q)

Ls

(x, y, θ)

θ∗(x, y)

Figure 5.1: From a configuration (x, y, θ) and its corresponding position (x, y), and a
sub-goal qs = (xsq, y

s
q , θ

s
q) to reach, the optimal path (dashed line) is the one we want the

humanoid robot to follow. For that, we use the tangent orientation θ∗(x, y) to this path.
Because of the errors in control or localization, this optimal path may be different from
the shortest path (solid line) computed from the first configuration ps = (xsp, y

s
p, θ

s
p).

In pattern generation algorithms such as [Herdt et al., 2010a], the cost function

within the Model Predictive Control (MPC) window uses the configurations of

the CoM (see Chap. 3). Here, focusing more specifically on the (x, y, θ) CoM

coordinates, we use the reference trajectory to be followed as an input of the
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algorithm. And a synthesis of shortest paths leading to a given objective, as

a direct output from [Salaris et al., 2010]. As depicted in Fig. 5.1, at each

configuration evaluated within the MPC, two forces should apply through the

optimization scheme: one driving the robot to the “correct” orientation θ∗(x, y),

and one making the velocities follow the shortest path, (v(x, y), ω(x, y)), so we

can follow the trajectories according to the optimal synthesis. Also, a strong

visibility constraint should apply, to ensure the object of interest to stay visible.

In Fig. 5.2(a), we give an illustration of the shortest paths synthesis from [Salaris

et al., 2010], displayed through the local orientations of optimal paths at each

point of the plane, given the objective to reach (“end point”) and the landmark

to keep in sight.

5.2.2 Using the optimal path synthesis within the MPC

Instead of utilizing in the Equation 3.14, a single, constant reference trajectory,

defined by the plan computed from ps to qs, and from which (Ẋref
k+1, Ẏ

ref
k+1) would

be evaluated, our idea is to use explicitly the mapping σ described above. This

way, we can adapt the path execution and find the shortest path to the next sub-

goal from any point, not just from ps. Even more, we can adapt to any change

in the execution on the fly. As explained above, one can associate to any x, y the

tangent θ∗(x, y) to the shortest path. One way to enforce the tracking of these

shortest paths is to set as a reference velocity (supposing we are following a piece

of curve with v = 1) defined in the time horizon (l > k, where k is the current

time index):

ẋrefl = cos(θ∗(xl, yl)) ẏrefl = sin(θ∗(xl, yl))

that depends non-linearly on xl, yl. The idea is to use these variable reference

velocities inside the terms of the pattern generator QP. However, as this mapping

is non-linear, a direct use would make us lose the QP form, that allows an efficient

resolution of the problem. The mapping θ∗(x, y) has not always an analytic form,

so we evaluate it numerically on a fine scale grid inside the area of operation

of the robot, as pre-computed values. We also estimate numerically the partial

derivatives ∂θ∗(x,y)
∂x

, ∂θ
∗(x,y)
∂y

.

This way, we can approximate each of these reference velocities, at time
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(a) Motion direction field resulting from the synthesis of [Salaris et al., 2010].

(b) Motion direction field with lateral motions.

Figure 5.2: Visualization of optimal motion directions θ∗(x, y). Both figures indicate
the nature of optimal paths with the filling colors, and the tangent direction to the
optimal curve all over a grid defined around the final point. In Fig. (a), the field is
computed directly from the primitives of [Salaris et al., 2010]. The locus of in-site
rotations is identifiable at the dark blue zone border. In Fig. (b), the non-holonomy
behavior close to this locus is replaced by lateral motions.

position l within the optimization time window, by performing a linearization
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of θ∗ around a reference position (x0, y0), i.e.,

θ∗(xl, yl) ≈ θ∗(x0
l , y

0
l )

+∂θ∗(x0,y0)
∂x

(xl − x0) + ∂θ∗(x0,y0)
∂y

(yl − y0).

Note that the linearization point (x0, y0) is chosen in the aforementioned grid

of pre-computed values (θ∗(x, y), ∂θ
∗(x,y)
∂x

, ∂θ
∗(x,y)
∂y

), at the closest point to the first

(current) CoM position. This grid is depicted in the background of Figs. 5.2, 5.3,

5.4 among others. To simplify the notation, let us write

θ0 def
= θ∗(x0, y0),

∂θ0

∂x
def
=
∂θ∗(x0, y0)

∂x
,
∂θ0

∂y
def
=
∂θ∗(x0, y0)

∂y
.

Then, we re-write the errors to the reference velocities at each time step l > k,

as a linear function of ẋl, ẏl, xl, yl

ẋl − ẋrefl = ẋl − v cos(θ0)

+v sin(θ0)∂θ
0

∂x
(xl − x0)

+v sin(θ0)∂θ
0

∂y
(yl − y0),

ẏl − ẏrefl = ẏl − v sin(θ0
l )

−v cos(θ0)∂θ
0

∂x
(xl − x0)

−v cos(θ0)∂θ
0

∂y
(yl − y0),

and by stacking the errors within the horizon window as in Eq. 3.10, we get the

following linear relations

Ċx(k + 1)− Ċrefx (k + 1) = Ċx(k + 1)− Ċ0
x(k + 1) +A0

xCx(k + 1) +B0
xCy(k + 1),

Ċy(k + 1)− Ċrefy (k + 1) = Ċy(k + 1)− Ċ0
x(k + 1) +A0

yCx(k + 1) +B0
yCy(k + 1),

(5.1)

where A0
x, B

0
x, A

0
y, B

0
y are diagonal matrices collecting the terms v sin(θ0

l )
∂θ0l
∂x

and

alike. Then, the walking pattern generation is formulated exactly as in Eq. 3.14,

with the reference velocities given by Eq. 5.1, and with the optimization variable

being U(k), leading to a canonical Quadratic Program (QP) similar to Eq. 3.16.
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Non-linear constraints arise from the CoP position to be included in the

support polygon. In this case, we set the robot and feet orientation as specified

in next section and include the computed values into the QP.

5.2.3 Control of the rotation angle

To get the robot oriented with the tangent to the optimal path, θ0, we use a

decoupled approach in a very similar way as what we already described in Section 3

for the control of the rotation angles of the trunk and the feet [Herdt et al., 2010b].

With this formulation, we also mantain the QP form. Hence, in a first stage, we

optimize the orientations in the MPC time window by

min...
C θ(k),

...
F θ(k)

β

2

∥∥Cθ(k + 1)− θ0
∥∥2

+
γ

2

∥∥Fθ(k + 1)− θ0
∥∥2

+
α

2
‖
...
Cθ(k + 1)‖2 +

α

2
‖

...
F θ(k + 1)‖2 ,

and then in a second stage, we introduce these angles as constant in the main QP

(Eq. 3.14). This approach gives us the advantage of introducing constraints like

maximum rotation between both feet, between feet and trunk and also a rotation

limit to keep the visibility of the landmarks.

5.3 Including holonomic behavior

Handling holonomic and non-holonomic behaviors together during locomotion has

been previously been discussed in [Mombaur et al., 2008] in a context of motion

planning.

One of the most visible disadvantages of the optimal non-holonomic paths

given from [Hayet et al., 2012] is the presence of in-site rotations, that are

not efficient in terms of footsteps number. One solution is to use a different

formulation of the cost function using weights according to the robot direction

and control the head. But including this vision based control in Eq. 3.14 is

incompatible with a QP formulation. A strategy we propose here is to take

advantage of the fact that the set of points where in-site rotations occur is very

well defined geometrically in the plane, as a direct consequence of the synthesis
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from [Salaris et al., 2010]. As illustrated in Fig. 5.2(a), it is the outer boundary

of the partition zone where the shortest paths have to be done as line segments

followed by spirals, i.e. the dark blue region of the figure. This curve is made

of two parts [Salaris et al., 2010], one arc of circle and one piece of logarithmic

spiral. Hence, we propose to perform the following: for all points inside the

partition regions in contact with this locus, we evaluate its distance in terms of

the primitive to be done to reach this locus and modify the reference velocities as

follows.

If the robot is far from the locus of in-site rotations, then the path to follow

is continuously derivable and goes either forwards or backwards; in that case,

we use the “non-holonomic behavior” as described in Section 5.2, with the robot

orientation controlled to stay close to θ∗(xl, yl),

ẋrefl = cos(θ∗(xl, yl)) , ẏ
ref
l = sin(θ∗(xl, yl)),

and if the robot configuration is close to this locus, then we use instead lateral

motions, with orientation φ(xl, yl) + π, where φ(xl, yl) = arctan yl
xl

is the polar

angle of (xl, yl),

ẋrefl = −ε sin(φ(xl, yl)) , ẏ
ref
l = ε cos(φ(xl, yl)),

where ε = ±1 in function of the relative position of the goal to reach with respect

to the evaluated point.

In Fig. 5.2(b), we illustrate this modification by drawing the lateral motion

field with blue arrows, together with the “non holonomic” field “far” from the

locus of in-site rotations.

5.4 Results

In this section, we present three experiments. In the first one, we test the

performance of our approach in the absence of localization uncertainty, and

with only non-holonomic motion. In the second one, we introduce localization

uncertainty. In the last one, we present an improvement to the border behavior

with the possibility of holonomic motion. The three experiments have the same

set-up, with initial position in (0.5, 2.5), landmark position in (0, 0) and final
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position in (−3, 0). We chose this trajectory because it makes the robot pass

through several regions of the partition and illustrates the border behavior which

is one of the problems we found.

In Fig. 5.3, we depict the performance in perfect and noiseless conditions.

We see that using the planner vector field, for driving the robot to the goal

produces smooth and stable trajectories of the CoM. However, in real conditions,

the robot will not perform the control exactly e.g., because of sliding with the floor.

Moreover the robot needs a localization system which will be inherently noisy. To

model this situation, we perturbed the current position of the CoM with white

gaussian noise ∼ N (0, σ2) in each coordinate with σ = 0.2m for translation and

with σ = 10 degrees for the orientation.

In Fig. 5.4, we show the behavior in that situation. We can still appreciate

a smooth trajectory in the regions far from the border of the dark blue region of

the partition, where the vector field is smooth. We also notice the good behavior

of the orientation angle mainly because the QP formulation controls it. The main

problem of this approach also appears: The discontinuities in the partition regions

in which an in-site rotation occurs. Hence, the robot may perform unnecessary

maneuvers, involving in-site rotations, which is far from optimal in the case of

human walking (Fig. 5.5). Moreover, in-site rotations cause high rotation speeds

of the feet (Fig. 5.6), which is not desirable from a balance point of view.

To address the aforementioned problem, we present the results of the

improvement introduced in Section 5.3. In Fig. 5.7, we perform the same

trajectory but by introducing the possibility of holonomic motion in the region

where in-site rotations would be necessary. The robot is not performing in-

site rotations anymore, but a mixture of holonomic and non-holonomic motions,

depending on its position with respect to the border. We can appreciate better

the transition between non-holonomic and holonomic motions in Fig. 5.8.

5.5 Conclusion

In most of the current literature, the link between planning and locomotion control

has been given by footsteps. In this paper, we propose a novel approach that uses

directly the optimal motion synthesis derived from the planner to the control

system without going through footsteps. Instead we compute them within the
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Walking Pattern Generator. With this approach, we can drive the robot to a

desired goal by using an external planner, not necessarily the one used in this

paper. We tested our approach simulating real situations such as situations with

localization noise and sliding of the feet. We have also tried to make the walking

pattern more efficient by introducing the possibility of using holonomic motion.

Our next objective is to test the approach introduced in this paper on the HRP-2

platform.
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Figure 5.3: Vector fields generated by optimal trajectories planned with visibility
constraints for a non-holonomic robot [Salaris et al., 2010]. To each color is associated
a family of global paths that reach the goal (at (−3, 0)) according to the current
configuration of the robot while keeping the landmark (yellow disk) visible at all times.
The footsteps, CoM and CoP trajectories for the humanoid robot are all depicted as
indicated in the upper box.
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Figure 5.4: If the control is not followed well and if we use an imperfect localization
system, problems may arise in the borders of the partition, in case of relying on purely
non-holonomic behaviors.
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Figure 5.5: Zoom on Fig. 5.4, close to (−3, 0). As the robot compensates sliding and
localization errors non-holonomically, more in-site rotations occur.
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Figure 5.6: Velocities profile for the trajectory depicted in Fig. 5.4. The overshoots in
the angular velocity are caused by the in-site rotations at the border of the dark blue
region of the partition.
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Figure 5.7: Trajectory with holonomic motion made possible. Lateral motion is allowed
in the khaki vector field in the orientation discontinuity region.
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Figure 5.8: Transition between non-holonomic and holonomic controls. Moving
sideways is much more efficient for such a trajectory to reach the goal.
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6
Stereo Reconstruction of Dense Surfaces

to Walk on Rough Terrain

As we stated in figure 1.1 computer vision can be introduced (from high to low

level) in planning level, pattern generator level or whole-body motion level. In

this chapter we will address the introduction of computer vision in the lowest

level of robot motion generation: The Generalized Inverse Kinematics (GIK).

This chapter differs from the previous ones in the sense that here we do not work

at the pattern generator level. Consequently it is not directly related with the

previous chapters of this thesis.

6.1 Walking on Rough terrain

In [Ramos et al., 2013] a proposal to walk on rough terrain was presented. It

uses an inverse dynamics approach and a 3D reconstruction system to implement

a compliant walking scheme. The inverse dynamics control scheme relies on a

quadratic programming optimization solver and is used to let each foot go from
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its initial to its final position, controlling also the center of mass and the waist.

A 3D model reconstruction of the ground is obtained through the robot cameras

located on its head as a stereo vision pair. The model allows the system to know

the ground structure where the swinging foot is going to step on. This is needed,

e.g. for all the algorithms we mentioned in Chapters 3-5. Thus, contact points

can be handled to adapt the foot position to the ground conditions.

The inverse dynamics scheme is based on three tasks: (i) a task for tracking

the position of the CoM given by the Pattern Generator, (ii) a task to partially

track the waist trajectory, this task controls the height of the waist as well as its

orientation and, (iii) an interpolation task, this task takes the swinging foot from

its initial position to its desired final position, the foot reacts in a compliant way

if a contact is detected before arriving to the final position on the ground.

The contact points detection is done using a 3D model of the floor in front of

the robot. This 3D model comes from a stereo reconstruction system which we

will explain in more details in next section.

6.2 Stereo reconstruction

To perform the dense reconstruction of the floor surface in front of the robot,

we rely on a real-time approach similar to KinectFusion algorithm proposed

in [Newcombe et al., 2011]. This approach, originally developed for a RGB-D

sensor, models 3-D surfaces as zero-valued level sets of functions defined over

the workspace volume. These functions are referred to as truncated signed

distance function (TSDF) and they are built incrementally, by integrating the

depth measurements the sensor provides, frame after frame. TSDF are defined

in the 3D space, and their value is the signed distance to the closest obstacle, as

depicted in Fig. 6.1. Here, we extend this approach, initially proposed for RGB-D

depth data to disparity data generated from a stereo head. Although the stereo

data is noisier than the one from RGB-D sensors, it is a passive sensor and can

be used outdoors in sunlight conditions.

Consider, as in the previous sections, that k is a discretized time index.

The idea is to update a mathematical representation of the surface through a

volumetric TSDF model (defined over a 3D grid), referred to as Fk. The basic

steps for integrating one new set of disparity measurements at time k, to update
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F < −µ

F > µ

Figure 6.1: Consider the workspace of the left image. We discretize this space in
a volumetric grid. And we assign to each voxel its truncated signed distance to the
closest obstacle in the ray direction from the sensor, i.e. the surface, right image.

Fk and the corresponding surface, are the following ones: (i) Filter the raw depth

measurements generated from the stereo head, Dk; here we used bilateral filtering

for that purpose; (ii) From these filtered measurements and the prediction of the

estimated surface at the previous step, estimate the transformation between the

measured surface and the predicted one using the Iterative Closest Point (ICP)

algorithm and update the camera pose; (iii) Compute a volumetric grid formed

from “local” TSDF values FDk , to which confidence weights WDk are associated,

and integrate them into the global volumetric grid {Fk,Wk}; (iv) Predict a new

surface for the next iteration by using ray-casting over the zero-crossings of the

fused global volumetric grid {Fk,Wk}.
To use this algorithm with stereo data and generate local data Dk, a disparity

map from a pair of rectified images is estimated, from which the depth map Dk

is derived, supposing the stereo rig is completely calibrated. The literature of

algorithms that estimate disparity maps is huge, but since a real time one is

needed for this application, the one proposed in [Geiger et al., 2010] has been

used. This algorithm estimates a piece-wise disparity map using an initial sparse

disparity map of high textured points as vertices that define a triangulation of the

image. Then, the dense disparity map of each sub-region is estimated by using

the initial sparse disparity map as a prior in a probabilistic scheme. The steps of

the reconstruction process are illustrated in Fig. 6.2
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6.2.1 Pre-processing

As mentioned above, it is necesary to apply a bilateral filter to the raw depth map

to smooth it while preserving the borders. Then we project the pixel u to obtain

a 3D point p. With the projection of all the pixels, we generate a vertex map,

Vk(u) = Dk(u)K−1(u), (6.1)

where K−1(u) is the ray corresponding to the pixel u. Since the depth

measurements is a regular map, we can compute the normal vectors Nk(u) using

the neighbours.

6.2.2 Reconstruction

The core of this algorithm is the computation and fusion of volumetric grids (i.e.,

the third step mentioned above). For a 3D point p expressed in the global frame

g, its value in the current local volumetric grid {FDk ,WDk} is computed as{
FDk(p) = Ψ(λ−1 ‖tg,k − p‖ −Dk(x)),

WDk(p) ∝ cos(θ)/Dk(x),

with

Ψ(η) =

{
min(1, η

µ
) sgn(η) iff η ≥ −µ

null otherwise
, λ =

∥∥K−1[x>1]>
∥∥ ,

µ being a truncation distance (parameter of the algorithm), x = π([K,1]T−1
g,kp) ∈

R2 being the image projection of p. K is the 3× 3 matrix of intrinsic parameters

of the camera, π is the projection operator, Tg,k =

[
Rg,k tg,k

0 1

]
the pose of the

camera, at time k, in the global frame g, and θ the angle between the associated

pixel ray direction and the surface normal.

The global volumetric grid at time k is formed by the weighted average of all

individual volumetric grids up to k−1. It can be shown that the optimal grid can

be obtained incrementally using a simple point-wise on-line weighted average,
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Fk(p) =
Wk−1(p)Fk−1(p) +WDk(p)FDk(p)

Wk−1(p) +WDk(p)
,

Wk(p) = Wk−1(p) +WDk(p).

With the previous equation, we integrate incrementally the current measurement

{WDk(p), FDk(p)} into the previous estimation of the grid {Wk−1(p), Fk−1(p)} to

get current estimation of the grid {Wk(p), Fk(p)}

6.2.3 Surface prediction

With the latest reconstruction we can compute a dense surface prediction by

rendering the surface at the zero level of the TSDF on a virtual camera with

the current estimation of Tg,k. This process will give us an estimated vertex and

normal maps V̂k and N̂k that we will use in the camera pose estimation. The

vertex map is predicted by marching each ray Tg,kK
−1u and stopping when a zero

crossing (+νe to −νe for the visible side) is found from visible side to non-visible

side indicating surface interface. It may find a back face or exit of the working

volume so there is no surface measurement in that cases. The normal map is

computed as the gradient of the surface interface at p using numerical derivative:

Rg,kN̂
k
g(u) = ν∇F (p),∇F (p) =

[
∂F

∂x
,
∂F

∂y
,
∂F

∂z

]T
(6.2)

further this derivative is scaled.

For the marching ray, skipping, which provides useful acceleration is used.

This is done by marching along the ray in steps of size < µ while values of F (p)

have +νe truncated values, so a step µ must pass at least one non-truncated value

before stepping over the zero crossing. Then to refine the intersection we take F+
t

and F+
t+∆t which are the trilinearly interpolated values either side of the zero

crossing along the ray t and t + ∆t from its starting point. Then the parameter

at which the intersection occurs more precisely is computed,

t∗ = t− ∆tF+
t

F+
t+∆t − F

+
t

(6.3)
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so we have a vextex and normal maps in the interpolated point in the global

frame.

6.2.4 Sensor pose estimation

The tracking is done by aligning the current surface measurement (Vk,Nk) against

the model predicted from the previous frame (V̂k−1,N̂k−1). In first place, a

projective data association algorithm is used to get a set of vertex correspondences

{Vk(u), B̂k−1(û) | Ω(u) 6= null} by computing the perspectively projected point

û = π(KT̃k−1.kV̇k(u)) using an estimate of the frame transform and testing the

predicted and measured vertex and normal for compatibility.

An iterative solution T̃ zg,k is obtained by minimizing a linearized version

of the global point-plane energy around the previous estimate T̃ z−1
g,k . Using

the small angle assumption for an incremental transform T̃ zinc, the update is

T̃ zg,k = T̃ zincT̃
z−1
g,k . The minimization is done using the incremental point transfer

Ṽg
k(u) = T̃ z−1

g,k V̇k(u). Arranging the parameters of the transformation as x =

(β, γ, α, tx, ty, tz)
T we can write

T̃ zg,kV̇k(u) = R̃zṼg
k(u) + t̃z = G(u)x + Ṽg

k(u). (6.4)

An iteration is obtained by solving

min
x∈R6

∑
Ωk(u)6=null

‖E‖2
2 (6.5)

E = Ñg
k−1(u)T

(
G(u)x + Ṽg

k(u)− V̂g
k−1(û)

)
(6.6)

The minimum can be found analytically by derivating the objective function

and setting the derivative to zero. A 6× 6 symmetric linear system is generated

for each correspondence. Solving for x, we obtain T̃ zg,k. The data association and

pose estimation is embedded into a coarse to fine framework using the bottom 3

levels of the vertex and normal maps pyramid, the camera pose results of the last

iteration.
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6.3 Results

For the implementation, we adapted the Kinfu algorithm which is provided with

the Point Cloud Library (PCL). We also used the stereo matching algorithm which

is provided in the authors web page 1. We made the experiments with the stereo

rig which is in the head of the HRP-2 humanoid robot. In order to do that, we

used the Robot Operating System (ROS) framework as a middleware to link the

different parts.

In Fig. 6.2 we depict the input and output of the stages of the algorithm. In

Figs. 6.2, 6.3 we show the results with the scene of flat floor and some objects

on it, like books and small boxes. In Fig. 6.4 we tested the algorithm in a

stairs scene with the small objects as well. Finally, in Fig. 6.5 we depict a fully

dynamic simulation of the HRP-2 robot while walking on rough terrain using the

reconstruction system presented in this chapter.

6.4 Conclusion

In this chapter we presented a combination of existing algorithms for efficient

stereo matching and 3D reconstruction to be used in a more complex system to

make the robot walk on rough terrain. This connection was done over ROS and

tested successfully with scenes of flat floor and stairs with small objects on them.

The output of this algorithm provides a model of the world to a control system

which implements a compliant walking scheme.

1http://www.cvlibs.net/software/libelas/
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Figure 6.2: From a pair of images of the scene in front of the robot (up) we estimate a
dense disparity map (middle) and from this disparity map we estimate a dense surface
(bottom) integrating the previous frames into the volumetric grid.
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Figure 6.3: Reconstruction of a scene of flat floor with small objects on it like books
and boxes.
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Figure 6.4: Reconstruction of a stairs scene with some objects on it.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 6.5: HRP-2 walking on an obstacle.
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7
Conclusions

In this thesis, we tackled the problem of humanoid walking using visual

information. Following the perception-decision-action paradigm, in this thesis

we partially addressed all of them. A chain of improvements has been done since

the ZMP Preview Control scheme was first introduced in [Kajita et al., 2003]. We

have built on the work of prominent previous works and proposed new approaches

to improve the humanoid walking.

7.1 Contributions

We presented a visual servoing scheme at the pattern generator level using Model

Predictive Control. In the case of humanoid robots, visual servoing is a very

useful approach for controlling precisely the robot position in contexts such as

interactions with humans (to set the robot in front of a person), or to pre-

position the robot before starting some manipulation tasks. The advantage of

visual servoing is that the positioning task is defined relatively to a specific

target. In any of the aforementioned applications, the higher-level navigation
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can be advantageously left to a planner, that would determine the sequence of

landmarks, or human interactions, to reach consecutively.

Since Visual Servoing is a local controller, we extended the scope of the

pattern generation by directly introducing planning. Traditionally, planning was

introduced at the pattern generator level using footprints. In our approach, we

directly injected the motion primitives to the patterns generator using a velocity

reference guided by a vector field.

In fact, these two paradigms are more complimentary than opposite: whereas

planning may require high computational costs, but solve more complex problems

of path finding, visual servoing is fast, by essence, but in general confined to local

tasks that do not require high level reasoning, e.g. positioning the robot with

respect to a given object.

Both contributions are based on Linear Model Predictive Control. However,

due to the new optimization techniques and new computation performance,

Nonlinear Model Predictive Control should be explored. This way we could use

the whole-body motion instead of inverted pendulum simplification and moreover,

deal with more accurate models.

Paralelly to the work of the pattern generation, we also presented an

implementation of the combination of stereo matching and 3D reconstruction

algorithms to be used by a walking control scheme. This reconstruction system

was successfully tested on the HRP-2 robot and is used into a dynamic simulation

to walk on rough terrain.

7.2 Perspectives

Our final goal is that the humanoid robots can achieve highly reactive motions in

uncontrolled environments. Even if there has been impressive demonstrations of

humanoid robots performing reactive motions based on perception, they are done

in controlled environments. In current robotics, perception is one of the most

important challenges.

In the control side, there already exists very suitable models of the humanoid

locomotion and control. Those models are mainly stated as optimization

problems. However, today’s computers and algorithms can not solve in real time

those complex models. Consequently, we rely in simplified but useful models to
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make the robots walk. Moreover, the introduction of torque controlled actuators

can considerably improve the performance of humanoid motion.

Considering the current humanoid robotics development and challenges, we

would like to continue contributing in humanoid locomotion based on vision.

Always taking into account state of the art perception algorithms, optimization

solvers and mathematical models of humanoid walking.
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